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Hyper Payment Platform in Strongly connected society 

 

Coin Friend Platform 

 

 

1. Executive Summary  

 

Interest in the blockchain is particularly highlighted in the midst of a worldwide boom in the 

fourth industry. In this atmosphere, some are striving for in-depth development of the block chain 

technology, and some are promoting the commercialization of the block chain technology that is 

connected with everyday life. 

Fintech and cryptocurrency are important subject of research and business integration of these 

blockchain technologies, and its market is growing rapidly and steadily. 

On the other hand, developing a model that constitutes a strong ecosystem between the fintech 

sector and the real economy through cryptocurrency is not smooth. In order to understand the 

cause, people's perception of 'cryptocurrency' needs to be examined. 

 

1.1 Introduction to cryptocurrency 

 

Most people who encounter 'cryptocurrency' have various questions and expectations due to the 

name 'money'. Money is generally defined as 'money' when it meets 'payment function, saving 

function, function as exchange medium'  

 

(Figure, function of currency) 
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In this regard, cryptocurrency is not currently comprehensive, but it is gradually expanding in 

payment functions. It has a saving function as a wallet and a depository on the exchange, and can 

be broken down into very small units, which can serve as a measure of the price. In addition, if 

someone has the same cryptocurrency as someone else’s, the cryptocurrency can be used as an 

exchange means because the value of the cryptocurrency is the same. Therefore, it is considered 

that the cryptocurrency can carry out a great deal of the function of money itself. 

 

1.2 Cryptocurrency market size 

 

As of July 2018, more than 1,600 varieties of cryptocurrency have been developed around the 

world. The size of cryptocurrency belonging to the top 10 of the top ten is as follows. 

 

(Table, Major cryptocurrency as of July 25, 2018., source : Coinmarketcap.com) 

 

In the table above, the top 10 cryptocurrency market cap is over $ 250 billion. For reference, the 

market capitalization of all 1,600 cryptocurrency cases reaches US $ 300 billion (KRW 340 trillion 

won) as of July 25, 2018. 

Cryptocurrency already functions as 'exchange' and 'savings' through trading on virtual currency 

exchanges. However, in contrast to the size of the cryptocurrency traded on virtual currency 

exchanges, there is not enough infrastructure to cover the role of money as a 'payment' or 

'purchase of real goods through settlement' in the real economy. For this reason, it is time to look 

at various approaches to solve the problems of 'money' pursued by cryptocurrency and various 

problems derived from the realistic environment. 

One thing is clear, the cryptocurrency has broken the traditional notion of the currency and 

presented a new monetary value. 

Rank Market Cap. Value Rank Market Cap. Value

1  Bitcoin $143,818,000,146 $8,376.67 6  Stellar $5,609,076,527 $0.30

2  Ethereum $48,299,959,328 $478.70 7  Litecoin $5,126,675,209 $89.08

3  XRP $18,039,372,312 $0.46 8  Cardano $4,474,804,958 $0.17

4  Bitcoin Cash $14,889,453,871 $862.89 9  IOTA $2,740,486,221 $0.99

5  EOS $7,781,973,999 $8.68 10  TRON $2,519,382,166 $0.04

Cryprocurrency Cryptocurrency
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The following figure shows an example of how people are interested in cryptocurrency. 

(Figure, Changes in cryptocurrency and BitCoin interest for the last 5 years, source : Google Trends) 

 

(Figure, Major cryptocurrency & BitCoin area of interest, source : Google Trends) 

 

According to the above two figures, interest in cryptocurrency has increased sharply in the last 

one to two years. Also, the area of interest in cryptocurrency is expanding in most countries 

where the Internet is available. 

Another interesting phenomenon in the picture is that the interest in cryptocurrency and bit coin, 

which soared to the end of 2017, is dropping sharply in the first half of 2018. The answer can be 

found in people's perception of cryptocurrency in the second half of 2017 and the first half of 

2018. From November to December 2017, the price of Bitcoin, which had once been close to 20 

million won, fell to 5 million won in an instant. At the same time, the price of most other 

cryptocurrency dropped. 
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At the same time as this period, there is a big shift in people's interest in cryptocurrency, which 

means that many (or most) people are focusing on the 'price rise' of cryptocurrency itself. That is, 

the sharp price volatility of cryptocurrency and the change of interest in people's cryptocurrency 

are closely interrelated.  

Due to the rapidly changing pricing factors of cryptocurrency, the government has limited its 

meaning to cryptocurrency as 'currency', not 'money' yet. In other words, there is a limit to the 

performance of stable functions as money. 

As part of overcoming the limitations of 'value existing only on numbers on exchanges', voluntary 

efforts have been made to plant various meaningful values in cryptocurrency in various fields. We 

looked at how cryptocurrency could be more realistic in everyday life and sought the answer on a 

payment platform that could function as a 'payment' through monetary and hyper-connected 

infrastructures. 
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2. Strongly connected society and POS  

 

As the proliferation of smart technology and infrastructure, the spread of smart devices and the 

explosion of traffic and information, a powerful network-based community has been expanding to 

allow the exchange of disconnected information freely with IT infrastructure and IoT technology 

that enables information to be exchanged at anytime and anywhere. As the online / mobile 

community based on deepened connections has grown rapidly, and the life and human desires 

has become more human-centered and higher-level based on this new level of service 

environment, it has become a 'strongly connected society' that connects to the network at any 

time. In this trend, Point of Sale (POS) is one of the most widely deployed platforms in the world 

for 'distribution' and 'payment'. 

 

2.1 POS (Point of Sale) 

 

POS is a payment system that can be easily accessed around us.  

‘POS(Point of Sale)’ system is defined as a system that collectively manages sales data, collects 

customer information and improves value-added, where goods transactions and payments are 

completed (by Wikipedia.org) 

 

The reason we are interested in the POS market is that it is 'the place where goods are transacted 

and payments are completed.' For this reason, it is deemed that the best platform for 

cryptocurrency to perform its ‘payment function’ as ‘money’. 

 

2.2 POS Market & Trends 

The POS market is continuously growing globally, and the CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) 

over the next five years is expected to be over 14.5% (source: the Global POS Terminals market 

research report by Market Study Report). In particular, the mobile POS market is expected to grow 

at a CAGR of 19% through the development of wireless communication technologies. 
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In addition, POS systems are spreading to various markets. 

(Figure, POS Terminals Market size by Global Market Insight Inc.) 

 

The form of POS system is also changing as follows depending on the IT infrastructure and needs 

of each market. 

(Figure. POS system Type) 

 

As the global market of POS system is continuously expanding, and the development of various 

POS system according to the change of the market, daily life is getting closer to POS. 

 

Using these contextual factors, if the cryptocurrency traded as 'number' in the virtual currency 

exchange can be reconstructed into a new 'Hyper Connected Platform' with various real 

economies through 'POS', this platform is expected to be able to combine the present and future 

value of cryptocurrency at POS, which is the closest to daily lives. 
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3. Coin Friend : Hyper Connected Payment Platform 

 

Coin Friend is a platform to use COT (Community Coin) cryptocurrency. 

The POS system has generally supported payment through cash, credit cards, points, etc., and has 

extended support for a variety of payment methods such as AliPei, WichetPay, and SamsungPay. 

Coin Friend Platform is a platform that extends payment function through cryptocurrency to the 

current POS system. 

 

(Figure. Basic Concepts of Coin Friend Platform) 

 

3.1 Configuration of the Coin Friend platform 

The Coin Friend platform consists of the following modules to support the smooth settlement of 

cryptocurrency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure. Configuration modules of Coin Friend Platform) 
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Coin Friend is composed of 'AnyMining' for Community Coin mining, 'AnyCllet' for users to pay 

with Community Coin, and 'AnyPOS' for offline stores. 

(Figure, AnyMining, AnyCllet, and AnyPOS Apps, from the left) 

 

- Community Coin (COT) 

Community Coin is a cryptocurrency developed by Smart Contract ERC-20 

based technology. 

In various POS systems, it will be responsible for the 'payment' function as 

currency. 

 

 

- AnyCllet 

AnyCllet is an electronic wallet that stores 

cryptocurrency, and an app developed for 

offline payment through Community Coin. 

AnyCllet allows you to check the balance of your 

Community Coin and send cryptocurrency 

between individuals in addition to making 

payments at the store. In addition, AnyCllet can 

store not only Community Coin but also various 

electronic virtual currency such as Ethereum, 

Augur, and Gnosis, and you can check their real-
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time quotes. 

 

- AnyPOS 

AnyPOS is a POS application for offline payment of 

Community Coin. AnyPOS enables the payment 

process to proceed directly through the 

smartphone, and if AnyPOS is installed in the 

existing POS product in the store, it can be paid 

by cryptocurrency.  

The store can use AnyPOS to check whether the 

cryptocurrency settlement has been properly 

processed and to manage transactions by date. In addition, the settlement function allows the 

customer to request settlement of the cryptocurrency rate and cash received.  

Currently, AnyPOS app that can make payment directly from smartphone is being provided by 

more than 200 domestic merchants, and is in partnership with OK POS, which has 3 million 

merchants nationwide, for cryptocurrency payment. In addition, the APOS terminal, an all-in-one 

integrated POS system with more than 5 million units in Asia and the Middle East, will also be 

equipped with AnyPOS modules, enabling payment to be made through the Community Coin. 

 

3.2 Patent of payment system through cryptocurrency 

 

We have completed the registration of the Korean patent 

on 'Electronic payment real-time payment system 

technology through block chain' which is the base 

technology of Coin Friend platform.  
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(Figure. Structure in which cryptocurrency is paid through a block chain) 

 

As a result, the Coin Friend platform has secured all of the ecosystem elements that can fully 

perform 'payment functions' through cryptocurrency, and is expanding its business to incorporate 

it into a variety of markets. 

 

3.3 Variable circulation control considering price volatility for cryptocurrency  

 

When Community Coin promotes listing on the cryptocurrency exchange, it is necessary to 

consider various factors that can occur in each channel of the real economy. 

The most significant factor affecting these factors is the way to offset the Community Coin from 

the value in the real economy as price volatility occurs on the exchange. Thus, switching to a coin 

with a fixed exchange rate and proceeding the settlement is applied. The Coin Friend platform 

supports tokens with 'AnyCash' tokens developed by Things9 Co. Inc. as tokens with a fixed 

exchange rate. Coin Friend platform. (* Note: Can be applied by issuing a new token other than AnyCash.) 

 

Users with Community Coin can switch to AnyCash within up to 70% of their total volume. The 

converted AnyCash token is circulated in the market within the maximum 70% of the issue volume. 
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That is, through the virtuous cycle of AnyCash tokens spent in settlement in the real economy and 

AnyCash tokens recovered through settlement, the maximum number of tokens circulated in the 

final market does not exceed 70% of the AnyCash issue. The Circulation Rate can be adjusted and 

operated for smooth circulation in real settlement. 

 

 

4. Expansion of Infrastructure on Coin Friend 

 

Coin Friend is operated through the Community Coin and AnyPOS and AnyCllet apps. These 

modules are also available in the ATM market, including a variety of POS markets (or systems). 

 

4.1 Payment support via IC card 

Things9 Co. Inc. is cooperating with leading card 

companies to use Community Coin with IC Card.  

It is a way to charge Community Coin on prepaid card. 

After the project, 40,000 convenience stores in Korea 

and public transportation (subway, bus, taxi) can pay 

in Community Coin. It is possible to convert 8 million 

prepaid card users into Community Coin customers. 

 

4.2 Partnership with professional POS companies 

Things9 Co. Inc. signed a business agreement (MOU) 

in May 2018 with OK POS Co., a professional POS 

company with 3 million domestic franchisees. 

Things9 Co. Inc. provides a software module so that 

Community Coin can be paid at OK POS terminal. 

After a payment test, it is going to gradually promote 

the payment of Community Coin through OK POS 

member store. 
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4.3 Introduction of a dedicated POS system 

A franchisee that wants to introduce a separate POS system 

will install the AnyPOS module in the Landi APOS device. 

Landi APOS is an Android-based touchscreen POS terminal 

that enables QR code, Bluetooth, NFC recognition, IC card 

reading and receipt printing.  

We are in discussions with KIS Information & Communication 

Co., a representative domestic VAN company. 

 

4.4 ATM withdrawal support 

Things9 Co. Inc. is promoting agreements 

with leading ATM companies to cash out 

Community Coin via ATM. When a business 

agreement is concluded with ATM, 4,000 

ATMs can withdraw cash to Community 

Coin. 50 billion won is expected to be 

circulated every month on a domestic basis. 

 

 

4.5 Reward policy support : Provide new launch coin feedback (Reward size: within 1% of 

new issuing coins) 

When you make a settlement at a store with Community Coin, you provide a certain reward for 

the coin users and the store selling the goods with Altcoin. 

Customer, Earn rewards within 0.5% of payment, Earn rewards within 0.5% of payment., franchisee. 
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Coins offered as rewards are newly issued Altcoins and currently we are in discussions with DMG 

Coin, GIG Coin, BRX Coin, MEDI Coin and FMC Coin.  

The rewards cryptocurrency will be available to users and retailers within 0.5% of the payment 

amount, and may vary depending on the number of reward partnerships and price quotes of the 

affiliate coins. 

 

 

(Figure. Overall configuration of Coin Friend Platform) 
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5. Expand Coin Friend Platform Market 

 

 

 

Coin Friend platform has completed the field test in Korea, and service is currently being 

implemented in 200 domestic stores. At the same time as the infrastructure is expanding, the Coin 

Friend platform market is also accelerating its entry into overseas market.  

Next, the Coin Friend platform's overseas expansion plans are described. 

 

 

5.1 Thailand 

 

The New Zealand company CTG (Capital Trust Group) is in the process of establishing a capital 

trust city in Thailand to build the PinTech complex. Capital Trust City aims to build an IT city based 

on block chaining and virtual currency technology.  

The company joined in this business and signed an MOU to provide technical support for block 

chains and virtual currency.  

CTG is issuing its own virtual currency as a collateral for the real estate (Asset Back) secured for 

the current city development and is in the process of pre-sale. 
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(Figure. Business presentation of Trust City) 

* Note : Chairman-Chavalit Yongchaiyudh (22nd Prime minister, Thailand) 

 

Things9 Co. Inc. will provide the localized services of AnyMining technology to major tourism 

destinations in Thailand with CTG. Tourists will go to sightseeing spots and acquire Thailand 

TourCoin as an augmented reality game, and Thailand Travel Coin and Community Coin will be 

paid in Thailand shop through the AnyCllet app.  

Things9 Co. Inc. will introduce AnyPOS apps and APOS terminals to Thai stores and global 

franchises. 

This will enable the world to experience the unrivaled service of applying the cryptocurrency to 

the real economy. 

  

(Figure. Examples of AnyMining Augmented Reality Games in Thailand) 

 

 

The following are plans to acquire AnyPOS and APOS franchisees in Thailand. 

In the first phase, it will secure AnyPOS franchise centering on major tourist attractions, and will 
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secure franchisees throughout Thailand from the second stage onwards. 

 

 

 

 

5.2 라오스 진출 

 

In 2018, the status of financial infrastructure in Laos is not available due to the lack of a bank joint 

network. There are ATMs by bank, but there is no integrated ATM, and there is a hassle to 

contract directly to introduce Visa and MasterCard at a store. 

Banks cannot issue a credit card because they cannot calculate the credit rating. Therefore, debit 

cards are mainly used rather than credit cards, the cash use is overwhelming.  

 

Things9 Co. Inc. will introduce AnyPOS module and APOS terminal to Laos store and global 

franchise according to the market situation. 

Laos is proposing to build a comprehensive financial infrastructure in Laos based on the 

cooperation between BCEL, the national bank of Laos, and KIS Information & Communication Co., 

Korea's leading VAN company. 

The comprehensive financial infrastructure established through banks and VAN will provide Lao 

citizens with a nationwide store payment/transfer/deposit and withdrawal system, and will 

contribute to securing tax revenue from the Lao government. 
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(Figure. Laos National Bank BCEL) 

 

 

 

6. Issue and Operation of Community Coin (COT) 

 

6.1 COIN Publication 

 

This Coin Friend Platform is publishing a Community Coin (COT). 

Coin issuance and basic operation plan are as follows. 

 

- Total issuance: 1 billion 

At the beginning of the project, 

70% of the total issuance will 

be issued, and 30% will be 

gradually issued as the 

project progresses.  

 

Accordingly, 700 million 

Community Coins can be 
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selected and 300 million can be adjusted for the timing of issue considering the project promotion and 

strategy. 

 

6.2 COIN Operation 

 

The total number of coins issued is divided according to their operational purposes as follows:  

(Figure. Community Coin distribution) 

Certain part of the Community Coin that is issued is deposited and operated for a specific purpose. 

- Deposit 1 : Provided as deposit (collateral) when affiliated with the settlement partner within 35% of 

total issue volume 

- Deposit 2 : Rewards policy pursuant to business promotion and hold for institutional investor sales 

 

Of these, 45% of the sales through pre-sale are separately planned as follows. 

 

(Figure. Community Coin Operation Plan) 
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In order to promote domestic and overseas business, this project has considerably distributed 

marketing expenses and technology development and advancement to cope with various POS 

systems. 

 

6.3 COIN LOCK policy 

A lock-up of 55% of the coins totaling 700 million of the Community Coins issued for the project 

will be implemented. 

Deposit 1 (35%) protects issue coins through Lock-up for a certain period until the affiliate project 

is activated in accordance with the project purpose. 

Deposit 2 (20%) applies Lock-up for one year to protect the stable return policy. 

In the case of coins issued gradually afterwards, the same 20% lock-up is applied for one year. 

(*Note The lock-up period can be adjusted through consultation and full guidance is given in advance.) 

 

 

7. TEAM 

 

To develop a reliable Coin Friend Platform, a team of experts in each field is being developed major 

technologies and solutions for this Platform, and domestic and international marketing are 

accelerating together. 

 

7.1 Management 

 

 Lim, Jong Bum,  Founder & CEO of Things9 Co. Inc. 

 

Global MBA of Korea University, As a cryptocurrency technology expert, 

has developed and successfully launched Coin development, electronic 

wallet and POS payment module, By combining technology and 

management, he is playing a leading role in leading the era in various 

fields. 
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7.2 POS System Advisor 

 

 

Hawk Wang, Founder of ICG 

 

MA in Finance Economics, Shanghai University, Doctor of University of 

Science and Technology of China, USTC, he has worked at UnionPay 

for 10 years, including 8 years experiences in Hong Kong. Apple Pay, 

QR code payment and other Innovative payment instrument 

management expertise. Fintech and international settlement market 

specialists. Currently, he is expanding markets in Southeast Asian 

countries such as Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines, as well as 

Eastern Europe and Canada. 

 

7.3 Technical Specialist 

 

Han, Young-mo 

 

Director of R&D Research Center of Things9 Co. Inc., Research Director 

of  IPCAST Co., Development manager of CENITS Co.. 

 

 

Lee, Gun-woo 

 

Master of Engineering at Woosong University, Executive Director of 

DEVPIA E&R, Representative o 2WeeksRain Co., Director PM of the 

Establishment of the Oceanic Passenger Transport Management 

System, Full HD 3D live video production PD. 

 

 

Lee, Eui Bong 

 

Java/JSP expert, module development of virtual currency exchange, 

participation in quality management/assessment/administration system 

P/L and development, participation in development of insurance 

company relay system, participation in development of next-generation 

system 
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Heo, Soo Sun 

 

Computer engineering, Android expert, VoIP terminal S/W development, 

Feature Phone S/W development, POS function app (Android) 

development based on e-money payment system, and chat app 

(Android) development providing translation and AR functions 

 

 

Nam, Kwang Jin 

 

Java/JSP expert, Backend Development of P2P Service, Tracker Server, 

Media Transcoding, Media Streaming 

 

 

 

Kim, Sung-Hwan 

 

Java/JSP expert, Participated in development of business portal system 

and insurance company interlock system development, Development of 

monitoring and monitoring system software, Development of insurance 

company relay software. 

 

 

Kim, Young Hun 

 

JSP/Spring expert, Virtual Currency Exchange (Coin Zest) Web 

Development, Development and operation of ATM operating system 

(Moni assist), development and operation of corporate finance and credit 

information service, Development and operation of personal credit and 

name protection service, ESM development and operation. 

 

 

Min, Won Kyu 

 

Mechatronics /Java expert, Participated in ticket reservation and 

certification system development, Block Chain Server Development. 
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Oh, Se Kwan 

 

Computer engineering major, Java/JSP/Oracle expert, Development and 

operation of OTP certification module and DB encryption solution, 

Analyst in DBM 3.0 project, Participated in development of financial 

asset management system. 

 

 

Hwang, ji eog 

 

Exchange module development, Java/JSP expert, Development of 

corporate card slip processing system, Integrated building management 

system development. 

 

7.4 Design 

 

Victoria Purynova 

 

Master of Industrial Design. Available in English, Russian and Korean. 

She participates in many exhibitions around the world and shows herself 

as an artist. User-centered design as UI / UX designer. Analyze project 

requirements and produce final designs for wireframe development. 

 

 

Gwon, eun jeong 

 

Master of Visual DesignAs a graphic/UI/UX designer, think about how to 

adapt to the web environment and create a variety of user-centered 

works. Accurate concept analysis of projects and final output through 

strategic planning. 

 

7.5 Content & Service Planning 

 

Oh, Tae Kyung 

 

Majored in digital media science. Experience a wide range of areas, 

including mobile content planning and design, and development of server 

and client parts. Organize Block Chain Conference in Things9 Co. Inc.. 

She is in charge of content planning that realizes innovative ideas as 
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actual services. 

 

 

Kim, Hae in 

 

She majored in digital media studies and acquired various programming 

languages such as C, C ++, Java and database. she is very interested in 

finding connections between technology, design, and content. Develop 

various O2O service-based applications. Currently, we plan a new 

service as content planner. 

 

7.6 Legal and patent advisory 

 

   

Son, Han Soo - lawyer Kim, Sung Hoon - lawyer Lee, Don Young - lawyer 

 

  

Choi, In Han - lawyer Kang, Young Goo - lawyer 

 

   

Shin, Yong Hyun - American 

Patent Attorney 

Song, jeong bu - Korean Patent 

Attorney 

Choi, Min Suk - Korean Patent 

Attorney 
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8. ROADMAP 

 

2017. 7  - Patent application: Block chain e-money transaction system and 

method 

 

2018. 4  - Patent registration: Block chain e-money transaction system and 

method 

(No. 10-1852935) 

 

2018. 5  - OK POS MOU engaged 

 

2018. 7  - Development of Community Coin 

 

2018. 8  - Meet-up Day 

- On- and off-line PR 

 

2018. 10 

   ~ 

2018.12 

 - IOU 

- Promoting the listing of domestic exchanges 

- Porting and testing AnyPOS payment modules in APOS and OK POS 

systems 

 

2019. 1Q  - Domestic APOS Marketing Promotion 

- Expanding Thai APOS Marketing 

- Thailand TourCoin & AnyMining Service Open 

 

2019. 2Q  - Promoting UAE APC Promotion 
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9. Our Vision 

 

One of the models in which the block chain technology was closest to and reachable to the 

public was cryptocurrency. 

Although there are some negative perceptions of cryptocurrency as a 'numerical value present in 

a virtual currency exchange,' it can also be overcome through the development and diffusion of 

real-life and hyper-connected infrastructures. 

Internet and smartphones are the closest IT infrastructure to daily lives. Most people, whether 

aware or unconscious, make payments today in front of POS terminals installed in cafes, shopping 

malls, department stores, markets and restaurants. 

Regardless of the type of business, POS systems have been installed in most stores, and now the 

smart POS era has gone beyond the mobile (or portable) POS era where payments can be made 

without hindrance. 

We would like to describe this as the era of hyper-connected payment infrastructures. We are 

confident that the Hyper Connected Payment Ecosystem can be completed by connecting the 

Coin Friend platform to the infrastructure. 

Cryptocurrency, POS, and human connection through Coin Friend platform is a 'present' that 

projects the future phase of cryptocurrency, which can advance further. 

 

 


